Electricity to Supersede Steam as
Railroad Power
Experimental Stage Past-New System Should Go Far Toward Relieving Traffic Congestion
-Advantages Over Steam
By WILLIAM H. EASTON

T

HE use of electricity for operating
railroads is no longer an experiment.
Practically all of the engineering
problems arising in the appl ication of this
force to transportation have been solved,
and several thousand miles of electrified
rail roads, representing traffic conditions of
almost every ,kind, are no\v in successful
operation.
Nor is· the utility of railroad electrification still, broadly speaking, a matter of
controversy. There always will be, of
course, discussion as to whether this or
that line should be electrically operated;
but nothing is more certain than that the
coming generation will see steam po'wer
abandoned on a considerable part of our
railroad mileage and electricity installed
in its place.
The electrification of a railroad is, however, an undertaking of great nlagnitude
and involves, approximately, the doubling
of the capitalization of the road. Hence
it is evident that there must be reasons of
the luost compelling character behind
e,'er)' decision to electrify, and the question at once arises, "What are the factors
that can cause our railroads e,'en to consider so vast an expenditure?"

electrification, while the fanlous electrification of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Faul over the Continental Divide and the
Cascade Mountains was mainly due to the
fact that water power was available there
for train operation, whereas fuel could
only be hauled to that part of the country
at great expense.
Of course, there were additional reasons
for the electrification of these roads (the
!'ew Haven, ~e\v \·ork Central and Long
Island in New York and the PennSYlvania
in Philadelphia are able to greatly· facilitdte the handling of their heavy subur.ban
passenger traffic by the use of electric
power; the ele~tric locomotives of the
C., M. & St. P. are by no means as badly
affected by cold weather and blizzards as
\vere the· fortner steam locomotives, and
many other equally conspicuous advantages are gained by these and the other
roads), but, nevertheless, each of these
roads was electrified to solve purely local
problems, having no direct bearing on national transportation as a \vhole. Hence
the prevailing opinion that rail road eleco.
trification is an ex-pensive luxury, to Ibe
resorted to only under stress of particular
circumstances.

Advantages Not Fully Understood
It is a curious fact that the most important advantages gained by railroad electrification are not thoroughly appreciated,
not only by the general public, but even
by many other\vise well-informed financiers. Tne reason is that the electrified
railroads familiar to the great majority
of ~~mericans do not clearly exemplify
these advantages,
For example. the four greatest railroads entering Xe\\' \-ork City-the Pennsylvania, N'e\\' Haven, Xc,,· 'York Central
and Long Island-\\'ere originallr electrified because they had to pass through long
tunnels, The Pennsylvania at Philadelphia was electrified in order to reduce the
congestion in Broad street station. The
B. & O. at Baltimore, the Boston & Maine
at lIoosac, and the Grand Trunk at Sault
StC'. l\Iarie, are all examples of tunnel

A Different Story
But do\\'n in the far corner of \Vest
Virginia there is an electrified road, the
Elkhorn Division of the X ortolk & \Vestern, which tells Quite a different story.
The main business of this railroad is to
haul coal, and probably few of the readers
of this article have ever traveled over it,
but here is tangible evidence that electricity ,viII in time become .a vital factor in
American railroad transportation.
The facts in the case of the Norfolk &
\Vestern are as follows: This road runS
through the rich Pocahontas coal regions
of \Vest Virginia and its service is essential· to the welfare of the district. For
many years it kept pace with the constantly increasing demands on its facilities,
but about hventy years ago the manag-cment saw that in time the road's full capacity would be reached and that it \vould

be physically unable to haul additional
coal.
The difficulty \vas due to a section
about 30 miles long between Vivian crud
Bluefield, where there is a very steep
grade against traffic, and a long tunnel.
Elsewhere the long coal trains mo,·ed
freely enough, but on this section three of
the largest Mallet steam locomotives on
each train were unable to move the traffic
more rapidly than 7 miles an hour. In
consequence congestion occurred at this
po-int and set a limit on the capacity of
the entire system. It was, therefore, absolutely essential. not only for the sake
of the railroad, but also .of the producers
and consumers of the coal, to increase the
traffic capacity of this section.
This could be done in one of three wa'·5.
In the first place, the number of tra~ks
could be increased. This, however, involved the cutting of the road bed out of
solid rock and the construction of an additional tunnel several miles long, so that
the expense was prohibitive. Secondly,
Inore powerful locomotives could be used
to haul longer trains at higher speeds over
the existing tracks" But this solution likewise seemed impracticable, for the simple
reason that steam locomotives of maximum capacity \vere already in use.

Electricity Solves the Trouble
But electricity provided the ,,"ay out.
The el~ctric locomotive does not carr}" its
water and fuel along with it, and hence
can be built with far more po",·er than a
steam locomotive of the same ""eight and
clearance dimensions. By using electricity, therefore. the Norfolk & Western was
able to apply more power to its trains. As
a matter of fact this road is now running
its tonnage trains over the hea,·iest grade~
at a speed of 14 miles an hour. The n£'t
result has been to more than double th~
capacity of the division and to give the
railroad ample relief for many years tCl
come.
•
Five years ago the Norfolk & \\" estrm
electrification was also regarded as an example of the soluti.eR of a local problem-
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the "relieving of a congested mountain
section" was the way it was usually classified. But today, alas, we find that traffic
congestion is no longer a local condition,
but has become general, .especially on
some of our most important roads.
In the old days congestion did not cause
the railroads any special concern, because
it could be averted by merely using larger
locomotives or adding more trains. But,
as the Norfolk & Western discovered,
there is a limit to this process, and this
limit is now being reached or approached
at too many points for the good of the
nation.
The .present situation is, of course,
largely due to several unusual causes.. but
certainly one cause is congestion along the
rails and in terminals. ~'\nd while we
may straighten out our difficulties temporarily, it must be remembered that there
has been no railroad expansion worthy of
the name for nearly ten years, whereas
the nation's demands for transportation
have been constantly growing at an everincreasing rate. Consequently, congestion
is bound to become more and more serious. At many points it can be economically relieved only by electrification:
The electric locomotive is today merely
a substitute for the steam locomotive and,
in general, operates under conditions imposed by the limitations of steam. When
these limitations are swept away and electric operation is logically developed, a traffic movement will be possible that will be
far more efficient and economical than
anything we can picture today.
Advantages Over Steam
For example, many readers of this
article will doubtless recall the time when
the New York elevated railways were
operated by steam locomotives. Imagine
these trains operated by electric locomotives, gaining an increase of capacity
through higher speeds, but still using "the
same light cars, delayed by schedules arranged for the steam locomotive's need
of coal and water, and controlled by signal
and sa fety systenls based on the speed and
headway of the steam trains. Now compare this picture \vith the fully developed

electrically-operated subway system, with
its long trains of great steel cars, high
speeds, and 90-second intervals between
expresses. In' the first picture we have a
.condition quite similar to our electrified
railroads of today; in the other, a realiza-

THE WORLD'S HIGHEST POWERED ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE

A . Baldwin-Westinghouse locomotive built for the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
Railroad and 'in use on its Puget Sound Extension.

tion of some of the full possibilities of
electric transportation..
Much the same order of development
will take place on our present steam lines
and the ultimate result will be an undreamed-of freedom of traffic flow, without the innumerable delays that are today
responsible for incalculable economic
losses. In other words, electricity will·
revolutionize railroading, just as it has
illumination, manufacturing, urban transportation, the dissemination of intelligence,
and every other field of human activity
into which it has been introduced.
But, it may be objected, suppose the
Norfolk & \Vestern reaches the limit of
its present capacity, as it is likely to do

ELECTRIC OPERATION ON THE NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILROAD
Usjn~ the altematin,.;-eurrent system the amount of current supplied by a trolley wire
is praetic.illy unlimited, supplyin,.; all the .power ever needed to propel a train.
for
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in time; what is then to be done? This
brings out another interesting feature of
electric operation and especially of the
particular system. used by the Norfolk &
Western.
I n the first place no limit to the capac-

ity of an electric locomotive is as yet in
sight. Electrics ranging from 4,000 to
7,000 horse-power are no\V in regular
operation (as compared with 3,500 horsepower, \vhich is about the upper limit for
a steam locomoth'e); much larger ones
can readily be built, and it is technically
possible to make every tar, or every other
car, of an electrically-operated train a
motor-car (similar to the "multiple-unit'·
trains of the New York subway), with
everything controlled from a point at the
head of the train. Consequently electricity can provide all the power that will
ever ·be needed to propel a train.
Secondly, the amount of' power that can
be supplied through a trolley wire is like\vise practically unlimited, when the alternating-current system, such as is employed
by the Norfolk & Western, is used.
Should the present current-carrying capaci ty of this road's overhead wires be
reached, it is a simple matter to increase
the voltage and thereby increase the power
capacity of the wires in direct proportion.
The alternating-current system is in
contrast with the direct-current system
used by the Chicago, Mihvaukee & St.
Paul, in which the voltage is fixed and the
power capacity of the present ,lines cannot
be increase-d in so easy a manner. This
system is entirely satisfactory for the
present condition of this road (which will
probably not reach its capacity limit for
many years), but it is not considered
flexible enough for roads of dense traffic.
Moreover, it is not practicable to operate
"multiple-unit" passenger trains on the St.
Paul' 5 system. and this is an important
consideration for railroads serving large
cities, Hence the Norfolk & Western
may very '\vell be regarded as the prototype of the future .~merican railroad, from
the standpoint of both railroad operation
and electrical engineering.
. (Conti7lued 011 page 518.)
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TRADING METHODS
A comprehensive little book, pub..
lished with the endeavor to make
clear points which have been often
misunderstood by the experienced
trader as well as the uninitiated.

(15)

9PPORTUNITIES IN UBERTY
BONDS AND VICTORY NOTES
One of the most comprehensive
and easily read circulars teat has
ever been issued on Liberty Bonds.
(86)
PUBUCATIONS OF CURRENT INTEREST
A list of booklets and pamphlets
containing reliable information on
subjects of general business and
ftnancial interest, pub~ished by a
large financial institution. (32)
TITLE INSURANCE PROTECTION
TO REAL ESTATE OWNERS AND
INVESTORS
A booklet offering some sound
arguments for thu type of insurance. (66)
THE BACHE REVIEW
A summary of the general
financial and business situation,
issued weekly by a large New
York Stock Exchange house. (5)
"SAFEGUARDINC YOUR INVEST-

MENTS"
A booklet originally written
for the instruction and guidance
of salesmen belonging to a large
investment house. It will prove
in teresting to discerning purchasers oi sound investments. (38)

"AN INVESTOR'S CATECHISM"
A little book answering some
all-important questions for the
investor. (49)
MODERN INVESTMENT PRACTISE
Three booklets of a series:
1. Lessons for bond-holders.
2. Testing preferred stocks,
prepared by an able statistician
who has made a study of bonds
and preferred stocks. \
3. The Valuation of Common
Stocks. ( (8)

WELL FROG"
A little booklet by Ellis Parker Butler.
"What we need is a song that
would begin"Father, dear father, quit buying bum stocks,
"Or our whole caboodle will go
on rocks." (64)

''THE

"HOW FORMAN FARM MORTGAGES ARE MADE"
A handsome booklet discussing this form of investmentfrom the farmer to the house of
issue. (24)
"THE MAN WHO NEVER TOOK A
C~CE"

The story of two men who
started out to attain financial independence. One took the road
of high yield and doubtful se..
curity, the other-the road of
conservative yield and absolutely safe security. The result
will prove interesting reading.
(75)

STANDARD GAS &: ELECTRIC
COMPANY
A beautifully illustrated book
describing the investment meritS
of the above company, based on
its peace, war and reconstruction
activities. (12) ,

STUDY &: COMPARISON PAST 4
PROBABLE FUTURE MARKET ACTION OF
Old issues of 7% R R. Bonds
New issues of 7% R. R. Bond,
Old issues of 4% R. R. Bonds
(55)

RAILROAD INVESTMENTS
A discussion of the Cummins-Esch
Bill and a brief description of 90
railroad bonds. (81)

GERMAN MUNICIPAL BONDS
A series of circulars describing
bonds of the leading cities of
Germany. (44)

·'GUARANTEED STOCKSLACKAWANNA. AND PENNSYL·
V A.NIA SYSTEMS"

FOREIGN BONDS AND EXCHANGE
A comprehensive circular showing
the many advantages of investing
in the depreciated money and
st'curities of the warring Nations.

.4.. map in colors, showing the
va rious advantages of the ~ar
anteed stocks of this railroad. (100)

8

(90)

Marland Refining-Earnings a Production.-Earnings for May, before depletion, drilHngexpenses and ·Federal
taxes, were $441,468, an increase of SS~
over January. Gross produ~on in June
was 249,692 bbls., compared with 202,219
bbls. in May. In the irst 6 months, groa
output totaled 1,213,773 bbls. against
1,900,447 bbls. in 1919.
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New-Book Letter
AMERICANIZATION-By Talbot a

Johnsen.
This book indicates the essentials of
Americanism. It gives in convenient lOnD
much original source-material showiDg
methods ~ Americanization and points to
the part Americans and American emigrants are talcing in the democratizatima'
of the world. It shows the stages of
growth of the American Idea through assimilation and internationalizing of races..
Price, $1.90 postpaid.

THE FOREIGN TRADE OF THE
UNITED STATES-By Tho.. F.
Ford and L. Cummings Ford, witII
an 1ntroduction by Wm. L. Saunden,
President American Mfra. Export
Association.
This volume contains authoritative information on the War Trade of the
United States, Foreign Exchange, The
Extension of Credit, The Foreign Trade
of Other Nations and other kindred subjects of current interest. Price, $3.10
postpaid.

INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION
-A series of lectures delivered in the
Departn:lent of Industrial AclmiDis. tration in the College of Teclmolou,
ManU.ester.
This volume covers such subjects as
"Social Obligations of Industry to Labor," "The Applications of Psychology to
Industry," "Atmospheric Conditions and
Efficiency", etc.
Price $3.10 postpaid.

THE MINES HANDBOOK-by Waiter Harvey Weed, E. M., Former
Geologist in the U. S. GeolQgicat Survey, 1883-1906.

The 19a) edition ot this book cov~ring
the period .of 1918, 1919 and the first quarter of 1920 of- the mining industry de..
scribing new organizations with chapters
on all metals and ore minerals.
Price $15.25 postpaid.

ELECTRICITY TO SUPERSEDE
STEAM
(Continued from page 453)

In addition to the ability of electricity to
increase the traffic over a' given road, it
has a number of other advantages, including fuel conservation, more reliable operation, and the reduction of the amount of
labor required to handle a ton-~.
While these are secondary to the principal
advantage of freer trvJfic movement, they
are nevertheless of great economic importance, and wilt add weight to the reasons for electrified railroads.
In conclusion, it is welt to point out
that probably the great part of our railroad route ",tliage will never be electrified because conditions will not warrant it,
but it is probable that the great part of
our tonnage will be hauled electrj~n,
before the close of this century.
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